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ABSTRACT: Now a days, cyber security plays a major role in all domains to ensure the advanced highly secured data 

communications, in this regard True Random Number Generator (TRNG) are the essential components of a wide 

variety of critical security applications. Digital based solutions take use of randomness sources that are often found in 

analogue domain & it is highly needed when implemented on FPGA based systems. An unique technique that makes 

the design of a TRNG on FPGA devices more straight forward is described. In order to adjust the phase shift between 

two clock signals, it takes use of the runtime capabilities of hardware primitives provided by DCM. This work is 32-bit 

data width in Verilog HDL and synthesized in XILINX ZYNQ FPGA. This paper reviews the processing techniques of 

TRNG and find the solution to the required problems in existing & analysing the required terms of existing methods 

compared to proposed method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

True Random Number Generator also known as TRNGs which are important components of a wide variety of 

criticizing the security applications. Even it is used for cryptographic techniques. TRNGs is a hardware system that 

generates a sequence of random numbers without the need of an initial seed and it is based on the unpredictability of 

some physical phenomena such as thermal noise, phase noise and quantum phenomena that are typically exploited in 

analogue circuits. Recently, a lot of efforts are taken towards FPGA[1].The existing system bargaining the 

metastability, jitter although randomness is extracted by Look Up Tables(LUT) & Ring Oscillators(RO). 

In this, Programmable Delay Lines (PDL) plays a vital role to achieve randomness sequence of TRNG core. 

The use of two PDLs driving the data and the clock inputs of a Data Flip-Flop (FF) is proposed[2].Here, PDLs are 

designed as series-connected LUTs are implementing an inverter. The Latency of each LUTs is modulated by 

framework  its left over inputs to appropriate values, without interfering with the implemented logic. By consciously 

tuning the delay difference between the two PLDs, the hold time of flipflop changes to enter into a metastability stage 

in [3] &[4]. 

In the presence of a phase jitter, the FF may sample glitches with a non-deterministic length, thus producing a 

random bit. The architecture demonstrated in [5] exploits a LUT-based tunable delay chain in conjunction with a time-

to-digital converter consisting of 32 8-bit series-connected fast carry chains. The physical implementations of such 

schemes require a careful analysis of the appropriate number of ROs and inverters within each RO, and need specific 

tuning of the PDLs delays, that could be significantly affected by the routing. Aside from the used technique, most of 

the above-mentioned architectures require a post-processing block and a feedback control to achieve adequate 

randomness. 

Recently, the use of clock managers has been investigated as an effective way to design easily for TRNG on 

FPGA[6]. These hardware primitives, which aim at producing one or more output clock signals with a programmable 

frequency, are typically available in modern FPGAs: the Xilinx devices provide the Digital Clock Manager (DCM). 
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The Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration port (DRP) of DCMs is used to configure their parameters on the fly, 

thus tuning the frequency of signals [7]. Unfortunately, such strategies lead to a relatively slow random bit production 

rate, since hundreds of clock cycles elapse between two consecutive samplings. 

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORKS 

Costa, Andrea, et al proposed a High-performance  computing of real-time multichannel histograms: a full FPGA 

approach. In a world heading towards applications, in science and industry, based on big data processing, the ability 

to elaborate streams of data is becoming more important every day. Applications of various natures, ranging from 

biology to chemistry, from medical imaging to spectroscopy, need systems able to detect, process and store huge 

amounts of data in real-time. In this context, techniques such as histogramming come into play. Histograms are able 

to represent data shapes and retrieve statistical information, favouring further processing. This kind of processing is 

usually done with the help of general purpose processors, relying on temporal computing, with their pros (simplicity 

and fast operating frequencies) and cons (inability to exploit parallel computation). Both Industry and Academia 

have, however, proposed many solutions to this need, delivering histogram generators both in full-custom 

Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) IP-Cores, preferred 

over processors thanks to their superior parallel computing power. In this work, we present a full FPGA approach to 

this issue, resulting in a high-performance IP-Core for generating and managing multiple histograms in real time, 

each supporting a data flow up to 224 MSps, with a strong focus on overall flexibility and area efficiency, using as 

low as < 250 LUTs and 300 FFs resources for a 16 bit-wide, 4096-bin histogram implementation. The IP-Core has 

been successfully integrated and validated in a high-performance time-mode application: an FPGA-based Time-to-

Digital Converter. The resulting IP-Core is, more in general, a single solution perfectly adaptable to any field of 

application and FPGA device.[1] 

 

Pham, Hoai Luan, et al proposed Compact message permutation for a fully pipelined blake -256/512 

accelerator. Developing a low-cost and high-performance BLAKE accelerator has recently become an attractive 

research trend because the BLAKE algorithm is important in widespread applications, such as cryptocurrencies, data 

security, and digital signatures. Unfortunately, the existing BLAKE circuits are limited in performance and hardware 

efficiency. Therefore, this paper introduces the first fully pipelined BLAKE-256/512 accelerator to improve throughput 

and hardware efficiency. Moreover, based on the rates of changed words in consecutive message inputs, a compact 

message permutation scheme is proposed to reduce the area and energy consumption of the fully pipelined BLAKE-

256/512 accelerator. To achieve these goals, the compact message permutation scheme includes two novel optimization 

techniques: register optimization, reducing the number of registers used by over 80% compared to conventional 

message permutation in a theoretical evaluation, and XOR optimization, decreasing the number of XOR gates by 

93.8%. An ASIC-based experiment shows that the proposed compact message permutation scheme helps reduce the 

area and power consumption by up to 11.35% and 21.10%, respectively, for the fully pipelined BLAKE-256 

accelerator and by up to 9.86% and 20.32%, respectively, for the fully pipelined BLAKE-512 accelerator. The 

correctness of the compact message permutation scheme is verified on a real hardware platform (an Alveo U280 

FPGA)[5] 

 

Bartels, Jim, et al., proposed Tinycownet: memory & power minimized RNNs implementable on tiny edge 

devices for lifelong cow behaviour    distribution estimation.Precision livestock farming promises substantial 

advantages in terms of animal welfare, product quality and reducing methane emissions, but requires continuous and 

reliable data on the animal’s behaviour. While systems suitable for use within the barn exist, grazing over long 

distances poses challenges. Here, we address this issue by proposing an ultra-low-power Edge AI device, minimizing 

data transmission requirements and potentially improving accuracy as compared to classification-based solutions. 

Namely, we propose cow behaviour distribution regression with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), dubbed 

TinyCowNet, to estimate mixed-label sample spaces. Without quantization, the random search to minimize resources 

and maximize accuracy shows networks requiring a memory of 76kB on average and offering an accuracy up to 95.7%. 

These are implementable on a wide range of low-power Micro Controller Units (MCU) and Field Programmable Gate 

Arrays (FPGA). Furthermore, our proposed post-training full-integer quantization for RNNs combined with power 

estimation on 45nm CMOS using experimental literature shows a TinyCowNet occupying a memory around ≈2kB, 
having a hypothetical power consumption on the order of 200nW, delivering an accuracy of 95.2% and a Matthews 

correlation coefficient of 0.86. This work paves the way for the future creation of low-cost, highly accurate cow 
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behaviour estimation devices with long battery life that reduce the entry barriers currently hindering precision livestock 

farming outside the barn.[2] 

 

Wu, Liuhao, et al, proposed An ultrasound imaging system   with on-chip per-voxel Rx beam focusing for 

real-time drone applications. For drone vision and navigation, low-power 2 3-D depth sensing with robust operations 

against strong/weak 3 light and various weather conditions is crucial. CMOS image 4 sensor (CIS) and light detection 

and ranging (LiDAR) can 5 provide high-fidelity imaging. However, CIS lacks depth 6 sensing and has difficulty in 

low light conditions. LiDAR is 7 expensive with issues of dealing with strong direct interference 8 sources. Ultrasound 

imaging system (UIS), on the other hand, 9 is robust in various weather and light conditions and is 10 cost-effective. 

However, in air channel, it often suffers from long 11 image reconstruction latency and low framerate. To address 12 

these issues, we present a UIS application-specific integrated 13 circuit (ASIC) that adopts the one-shot transmitter 

(TX) and 14 on-chip per-voxel receiver (RX) beam focusing (PV-RXBF) 15 image reconstruction scheme. The ASIC 

adopts the designs of 16 fully differential charge-reuse high-voltage TX (FDCR-HVTX), 17 digital back-end (DBE), 

and an on-chip power management unit 18 (PMU). FDCR-HVTX generates 28 Vpp pulses and reduces the 19 average 

power consumption by 25% by charge reuse (CR). The 20 DBE achieves 7.76-µs processing latency and 9.83M-

FocalPoint/s 21 throughput to effectively translate real-time 3-D image streaming 22 at 24 frames/s. A prototype UIS, 

with an 8 × 8 bulk piezo 23 transducer array, is assembled with the proposed ASIC and 24 a wireless data transmission 

module [field-programmable gate 25 array (FPGA) + ESP32] on an entry-level consumer drone, 26 and the real-time 

wireless 3-D image streaming at 24 frames/s 27 with a range of 7 m is verified while the drone is flying.[3] 

 

 

Baobaid, Asma, et al proposed Hardware accelerators  for real time face  recognition. Real-time face recognition 

has been of great interest in the last decade due to its wide and varied critical applications which include biometrics, 

security in public places, and identification in login systems. This has encouraged researchers to design fast and 

accurate embedded and portable systems that are capable of detecting and recognizing a large number of faces at 

almost a video frame rate. Due to the increasing volume of reference faces, traditional general-purpose computing 

engines such as the ones based on Intel’s Pentium processors have shown not to be adequate and various dedicated 

hardware accelerators based on either Graphical Processing Units (GPU), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), 

Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC), or even multi-core Central Processing Units (CPU) have emerged. 

Earlier published review papers on face detection/recognition have discussed face detection and face recognition 

algorithms enhancement that improve the detection accuracy. Nevertheless, none of them have reviewed the hardware 

accelerators used for this application. Accordingly, this paper aims to provide a comprehensive review of the most 

recent face recognition algorithms and associated embedded hardware systems targeting real-time performance. A 

detailed comparison between neural network and non-neural network-based algorithms in terms of accuracy and 

processing time is provided. Discussions on their suitability to be implemented into parallel hardware architectures 

such as Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) or Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD).[4] 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

 In Previous method, they design a 32-bit data width. 

 In the Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration port (DRP) of DCMs is used to configure their parameters, thus tuning 

the frequency of signals and the clock input of a FF. 

 Unfortunately, such strategies leads to be relatively slow & hundreds of clock cycles elapse between two 

consecutive samplings. 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

 In Previous method, by using DCM it processing the clock signals transactions.  

 Digital Clock Manager transfers the random sequence of  bits between clock_in and clock_out. 

 But it has  More delay ,More power dissipations, More number of Data Flip Flops are used. 
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PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

True Random Number Generator(TRNG) 

True random number generator (TRNG) is a device that generates random numbers beside an algorithm. 

Fundamentally, it can produce some noises like thermal noise, the photoelectric effect and other circumstances. These 

problematic processes are thoroughly unforeseeable for as long as an equation ruling such circumstances is known or 

inexhaustible. It can generate a pseudo-random number in a computer programs. 

 True Random Number Generators, frequently known as TRNGs, which are the most important components of 

a spacious variety of analytical security applications. Although it is used for cryptographic techniques. TRNG is a 

hardware system that generates a series of random numbers without the need of an commencing state and it is based on 

the circumstance of some physical occurances such as thermal noise, phase noise and quantum circumstances that are 

typically exploited in analogue circuits. Recently, lots of efforts are taken towards FPGA. 

 By using TRNG, it can possess the processing terms of each PDLs & Look up tables(LUTs) to generating a 

series of  random numbers in the entire circuit formation. It can analyse the phase jitter, PDL outputs & processor of 

DCM.  

Recently, the use of clock managers has been investigated as an effective way to designeasily for TRNG on 

FPGA. These hardware primitives, which aim at producing one or more output clock signals with a programmable 

frequency, are typically available in modern FPGAs: the Xilinx devices provide the Digital Clock Manager (DCM). 

CLOCK MANAGERS 

A digital clock manager (DCM) is an electronic component available on some field-programmable gate 

arrays (FPGAs) (notably ones produced by Xilinx). A digital clock manager is useful for manipulating clock 

signals inside the FPGA, and to avoid clock skew which would introduce errors in the circuit.  

Digital Clock Manager have some following applications like…, 

 Multiplying or dividing an incoming clock (which can come from outside the FPGA or from a Digital 

Frequency Synthesizer [DFS] 

 Making sure the clock has a steady duty cycle. 

 Adding a phase shift with the additional use of a delay-locked loop. 

 Eliminating clock skew within an FPGA design. 

Clock managers uses a phase locked loop is a control system which generates an output signal whose phase is 

related to the input of the signal. It consists of an oscillator frequency and phase detector is a feedback signal. Clock 

managers have a stability to transfer the signals between clock_in and clock_out.The oscillator generates a periodic 

signal of a specific frequency, and the phase detector compares the phase of that signal with the phase of the input 

periodic signal, to adjust the oscillator to keep the phases matched. 

 Accordingly, as well as synchronising signals, a clock manager can track the input frequency or it can generate 

the frequency that is a multiple of the input frequency. Clock managers can transfer the signals to flipflop XOR gates 

that will merges the other four flipflops in the circuit. 

METASTABILITY 

In a digital circuit, the signal is required to be within certain voltage or current limits (logic 0/1 levels) for 

correct circuit operation. If the signal is within an intermediate range other than acceptable 0/1 levels, the logic gates' 

behaviour will be faulty. 

In electronics, metastability is the strength of a digital electronic system to continue for a limitless time in an 

unstable or a metastable state.Metastable states are avoidable in fully synchronous systems when the input framework 

& down time requirements on flip-flops are satisfied. 
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Metastability is a state to analysing the logics ‘0’ or ‘1’ states of enhancing the processing fields in the 

flipflop. In a proposed system, XOR gate can merges the output of each flipflops it doesn’t matter which one of the 

flipflop can reach the metastability state. 

SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM 

 By using True Random Number Generator(TRNG), it can analysing the sequence of random numbers are 

generated. It can reducing the unwanted noises produced in this circuit. The clock transactions are stimulates the Finite 

State Machine (FSM) analysing the transaction of signals between the clocks. 

 Clock managers & metastability analysing the logic states of each flipflops and merging the output of each 

flipflop & it doesn’t matter which one is reaching the metastability state. 

 In this, flipflop XOR gate is used to shift the sequence of random signals and analysing 32-bits can be shifted. 

It can simulate the inputs & outputs of each flipflops and then finally, reach the metastability state.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

A DCM based TRNG core can be easily implemented on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The metastability is 

ingenerated by the use of randomness sources. The phase difference is automatically set by FSM. The use of the 

CARRY4 hardware primitive further increases the randomness of the generated bits. Finally, a low-latency on-chip 

post-processing scheme is also be presented. The Presented TRNG core can be implemented by using XILINX ZYNQ 

FPGA. The terms of 32-bit can be generated by using XILINX ISE & modelsim software. By comparing the terms of 

existing & proposed 32-bit are analyzed. Finally, this review can be solved the previous problem by using TRNG, 

Clock managers & metastability states. 
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